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Abstract
We propose a reasoning-based approach to dialogue management for a customer support chat bot. To build a dialogue scenario, we analyze the discourse tree (DT) of an initial query of a customer support dialogue that is frequently complex and multi-sentence. We then enforce what we call complementarity relation between DT of the initial query and that of the answers, requests and responses. The chat bot finds answers, which are not only relevant by topic but also suitable for a given step of a conversation and match the question by style, argumentation patterns, communication means, experience level and other domain-independent attributes. We evaluate a performance of proposed algorithm in car repair domain and observe a 5 to 10% improvement for single and three-step dialogues respectively, in comparison with baseline approaches to dialogue management.

Introduction
Answering questions, a chat bot needs to reason to properly select answers from candidates. In industrial applications of search, reasoning is often substituted by learning from conversational logs or user choices. It helps to make search more relevant as long as a similar question has been asked many times. If there is no data on previous similar question, which is frequently the case, a chat bot needs to apply some form of reasoning to select from candidate answers (Wilks 1999).

Most frequent type of reasoning is associated with topical relevance, it requires an ontology and is domain-specific. Difficulties in building domain ontologies are well known, and in this study we are take a different reasoning-based approach. Once a set of candidate answers or replies are available, how to select most suitable ones? The suitability criteria are two-dimensional: 1) topical relevance; and 2) an appropriateness not associated with topic but instead connected with communicative discourse. Whereas topical relevance has been thoroughly investigated, chat bot’s capability to maintain the cohesive flow, style and merits of conversation is an underexplored area.

When a question is detailed and includes multiple sentences, there are certain expectations concerning the style of an answer. Although a topical agreement between questions and answers have been extensively addressed, a correspondence in style and suitability for the given step of a dialogue between questions and answers has not been thoroughly explored. In this study we focus on assessment of cohesiveness of question/answer (Q/A) flow, which is important for a chat bots supporting longer conversation. When an answer is in a style disagreement with a question, a user can find this answer inappropriate even when a topical relevance is high. Matching rhetoric structures of questions and answers is a systematic way to implement high-level reasoning for dialogue management, to be explored in this work.

A problem in communicative discourse occurs mostly for complex questions (Chali et al 2009, Galitsky 2017), arising in miscommunication, a lack of understanding, and requiring clarification, argumentation and other means to bring the answer’s author point across. Rhetoric disagreement is associated with a broken dialogue and is usually evident via the means an answer is communicated, explained or backed up.

Let us start with an example of a customer support dialogue, where an agent tries to figure out a root cause of a problem (Fig.1). The system finds candidate answers with the keywords and phrases from the initial query, such as Google Earth, cannot see, attention and others. Which candidate answers would be the best to match the communicative discourse of the query?

We define a customer support dialogue as a sequence \( Q, A_1, C_1, A_2, C_2, \ldots \), where \( Q \) is an initial query describing a problem, \( A_j \) is an initial recommendation and also a clarification request, \( C_j \) is a response to this request, \( A_2 \) is a consecutive recommendation and clarification request, \( C_2 \) is a response to \( A_2 \), and so forth. Figure 4 shows our model structure for a typical customer support dialogue. Our goal is to simulate a broad spectrum of dialogue structures via correspondence of discourse trees of utterances. This way
Once \( Q \) is given, the chat bot can maintain the list of candidates for \( A_i \).

---

**Figure 1:** Example of a customer support dialogue.

---

**Figure 2:** Discourse tree of a question. (Joty et al 2013) visualization is used.

**Figure 3:** Discourse tree of a sequence (pair) of answers.

---

**Maintaining Communicative Discourse for \( Q \) and \( A \)**

To maintain communicative discourse, we employ the notion of discourse tree (DT). Rhetoric Structure Theory (RST, Mann and Thompson 1988) models logical organization of text, a structure employed by a writer, relying on relations between parts of text. RST simulates text coherence by forming a hierarchical, connected structure of texts by means of DTs. Rhetoric relations are split into the classes of coordinate and subordinate; these relations hold across two or more text spans and therefore implement coherence. These text spans are called elementary discourse units (EDUs).

DTs for the \( Q \) and DT for the sequence of two answers are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. The chain of RST relations with entities are Elaboration \([\text{see myself Google Earth}]\)-Contrast \([\text{walk laptop house}]\)-Temporal \([\text{waiving}]\) on the top of DT-Q is addressed by the chain Elaboration \([\text{online}]\)-Same Unit \([\text{walking}]\)-Elaboration \([\text{not able connect}]\) in the first answer \( A_1 \). The second answer \( A_2 \) attempts to address in a complete way the issues raised in the second part of the \( Q \) (expressed by sequence Elaboration \([\text{confident}]\) -Same Unit \([\text{looking at my house}]\)-Attribution \([\text{typed address}]\) by two sequences Elaboration \([\text{privacy}]\)-Elaboration \([\text{anonymized}]\) - Contrast\([\text{catch attention}]\) and Elaboration \([\text{privacy}]\)-Elaboration \([\text{confirm identity}]\) – Enablement \([\text{type address}]\).

We use the format

\[ \text{RST-relation [phrase]} \]

for each node of a DT. The *phrase* part is an OR query including all linguistic phrases of a given EDU (shown here in an abbreviated form).

The main observation here is that the question itself gives us a hint on a possible sequence of answers, or on the order the issues in the question are raised. One can look at the DT-Q and form a dialogue scenario (*first do this, obtain confirmation, then do that …*). Since a dialogue is built
from available answer fragments (e.g. from conversational logs), we take candidate answers, form candidate DTs from them and see if they match DT-Q.

A simple rule would be for a chain of RST relations for an $A$ to be a sub-chain of that of a $Q$. But this rule turns out to be too restrictive and even invalid in some cases. Our observation is that DT–A does not have to copy DT–Q or its parts, but instead rely on certain complementary relations between DT–A and DT–Q: 

\[ \text{complement}(\text{DT–Q, DT–A}) \]

Search algorithm that supports the dialogue is as follows:

1. Build DT–Q;
2. Split DT–Q into parts $Q_1, Q_2, ...$ to correspond to $A_1, A_2, ...$;
3. Form search query for $A_1$ from $Q_1$ in the form RST-relation [phrase];
4. Run the search against the set of dialogue utterances and obtain the list of candidate answers for the first step $A_1$ candidate;
5. Build DT–A$_\text{candidate}$ for each candidate and approve/reject each based on complement(DT–Q, DT–A$_\text{candidate}$);
6. Respond to the user with the selected $A_1$ and receive $C_1$;
7. Form search query for $A_2$ from $Q_1$ & $C_1$;
8. Repeat steps 4) and 5) for $A_2$, respond to the user with the selected $A_2$ and receive $C_2$;
9. Conclude the session or switch to a human agent.

$Q$: Formulate the problem and associated issues:
- Present how it happened
- Explain why it happened
- What had been tried
- Believe why unsuccessful

$A_1$: Propose a first option for a solution and address certain associated issues from $Q$.
- Request some clarification

$C_1$: Confirm that solution from $A_1$ has been tried
- Share results
- Present more associated issues
- Provide clarification

$A_2$: Propose a second solution option based on clarification $C_1$.
- Request more clarification

$C_2$: Confirm that solution from $A_2$ has been tried
- Share results
- Provide clarification

Conclude the session
- Summarize outcome

Figure 4: The model of a customer support dialogue

Hence the dialogue management problem can be formulated as a search with constraints on DTs and can be implemented via traditional search engineering means plus discourse parsing, when an adequate set of chat logs is available. Discourse-tree based dialogue management does not cover all possibilities of assuring smooth dialogue flows but provides a plausible mechanism to select suitable utterances from the available set. It allows avoiding solving NL generation problem for dialogues that is a source of a substantial distortion of conversation flow and a noise in meaning of utterances.

Some issues related to dialogue management do not need to be achieved via DTs. For example, an implementation of clarification feature can be hard-coded and does not require specific rhetoric relations. When a user asks a broad question, the chat bot forms topics for this user to choose from. Once such a topic is selected, the full answer is provided (Fig. 5).

Hence the developed chat bot relies on a computational measure for how logical, rhetoric structure of each utterance is in agreement with a previous utterance. The system forms a DT representation for a $Q/A$ pair based on RST and applies machine learned complement relations (which is a focus of the following section). We will solve a $Q/A$ pair classification problem of relating them into a class of valid (correct, appropriate answer) or invalid pairs.

**Learning complement relation**

Given a multi-sentence question, we try to machine-learn from a well-tuned search engine, which answers are good with respect to everything other than topic (to form a positive dataset), and which answers are bad (to form a negative dataset). We define complementary relation as the one that holds between a given question and a good answer, and does not hold between this question and a bad answer. Hence we can machine-learn complement relation for a set of Q/A pairs.

To form the above training set, one needs to employ a search engine that has a different criteria (from the current study) on which parts of answer is good and which are not good. For example, it can be answer popularity, or search rank, which is learned by search engine on the basis of the high number of searches for the same query and user selection.

To accumulate Q/A pairs tagged as good and bad, we run a high number of arbitrary queries against short texts. Since we need longer queries to assure the match is non-trivial, we take a Yahoo! Answers dataset (Webscope 2017) and formed the web search queries from the first sentences of the questions for Q/A pairs. We rely on Microsoft Cognitive Services (Bing Search engine API) to run these web searches. Then we select those search results that are short texts (4-6 sentences) suitable for parsing and discourse analysis. We then take DT–Q/DT–A pairs as elements of the training set.

The answers from the top 10+ pages of search result form our positive dataset. It includes the fragments of texts...
considered by the search engine to be of high relevance. For the negative dataset, we take the fragments with matched keywords from the set of lower ranked (100-1000+) search results pages. The classifier now needs to differentiate between positive DT-Q/DT-A pairs (from the top search results) and negative DT-Q/DT-A pairs (from the lower ranked search results).

Since both Q and A determines if DT-A is the best for Q or not, the objects in our learning setting is neither Q nor A but instead Q/A pairs. In real time search it means that a number of candidate pairs will be scored by the complement relation, having high or low score. Alternatively, following along the lines of search engineering approaches, we do all learning offline, prepare a lookup of classes of DTs for Q and find optimal respective classes of DTs for A.

A search engine dealing with complex Qs such as Yahoo! Answers, for example, needs a systematic approach to assess the complement relation and select the most suitable answers among the relevant ones. DTs’ features could be represented in a numerical space where a classification into valid or invalid Q/A pairs would be conducted; however, structural information on DTs would not be leveraged.

Conversely, the complement relation can be assessed in terms of maximal common sub-DTs, but it is computationally intensive and too sensitive to errors in DT construction. Therefore a DT-kernel learning approach is selected which applies SVM learning to a set of all sub-DTs of the DT for Q/A pair. Tree kernel family of approaches is not very sensitive to errors in DT construction.

A DT can be represented by a vector V of integer counts of each sub-tree type (without taking into account its ancestors): $V(T) = (#1, \ldots, #\text{of sub-trees of type }i, #\text{of sub-trees of type }n)$. Given two tree segments $DT_1$ and $DT_2$, the tree kernel function is defined: $CDT_{1} \land CDT_{2} = K(DT_1, DT_2) = \langle V(DT_1), V(DT_2) \rangle = \Sigma_i V(DT_1)[i] V(DT_2)[i] = \Sigma_{n1} \Sigma_{n2} \Sigma_i I_i(n1) * I_i(n2)$, where $T$ is a tree, $n_1 \in N_1$, $n_2 \in N_2$ where $N_1$ and $N_2$ are the sets of all nodes in $DT_1$ and $DT_2$, respectively; $I_i(n)$ is the indicator function: $I_i(n) = \{1 \text{ iff a sub-tree of type }i \text{ occurs with root at node; } 0 \text{ otherwise}\}$.

As an alternative to TK family of approaches, we used a direct DT similarity comparison by maximal common sub-DT (Galitsky et al 2013). The higher the cardinality of this sub-tree, the higher is the similarity score. The hypothesis

Figure 5: Clarification structure of a customer support dialogue

A DT can be represented by a vector V of integer counts of each sub-tree type (without taking into account its ancestors): $V(T) = (#1, \ldots, #\text{of sub-trees of type }i, #\text{of sub-trees of type }n)$. Given two tree segments $DT_1$ and $DT_2$, the tree kernel function is defined: $CDT_{1} \land CDT_{2} = K(DT_1, DT_2) = \langle V(DT_1), V(DT_2) \rangle = \Sigma_i V(DT_1)[i] V(DT_2)[i] = \Sigma_{n1} \Sigma_{n2} \Sigma_i I_i(n1) * I_i(n2)$, where $T$ is a tree, $n_1 \in N_1$, $n_2 \in N_2$ where $N_1$ and $N_2$ are the sets of all nodes in $DT_1$ and $DT_2$, respectively; $I_i(n)$ is the indicator function: $I_i(n) = \{1 \text{ iff a sub-tree of type }i \text{ occurs with root at node; } 0 \text{ otherwise}\}$.

As an alternative to TK family of approaches, we used a direct DT similarity comparison by maximal common sub-DT (Galitsky et al 2013). The higher the cardinality of this sub-tree, the higher is the similarity score. The hypothesis

$$\text{DT-Q/DT-A}$$
here is that if a DT of a current Q/A pair has a large common sub-tree with a Q/A pair from the positive training set and a significantly smaller one of the negative training set, then this Q/A pair is covered by the complement relation (and other way around).

Only RST arcs of the same type of relation (presentation relation, such as Antithesis, subject matter relation, such as Condition, and multinuclear relation, such as List) can be matched when computing common sub-trees. We use $N$ for a nucleus or situations presented by this nucleus, and $S$ for satellite or situations presented by this satellite. Situations are propositions, completed actions or actions in progress, and communicative actions and states (including beliefs, desires, approve, explain, reconcile and others). Hence we have the following expression for RST-based generalization $^\wedge$ for two texts text$_1$ and text$_2$:

$text_1^\wedge text_2 = \bigcup_{i,j} (rstRelation_i (text_1) \wedge rstRelation_j (text_2)), \text{ where } i \in (RST \text{ relations in } text_1), \ j \in (RST \text{ relations in } text_2)$. Further, for a pair of RST relations their generalization looks as follows: $rstRelation(N_i, S_j) \wedge rstRelation(N_j, S_i) = (rstRelation_i \wedge rstRelation_j)(N_i^\wedge N_j, S_j^\wedge S_i)$.

The texts in $N_j$, $S_i$ are subject to generalization as phrases. The rules for $rst_i \wedge rst_j$ are as follows. If relation type(rst$_i$) $\neq$ relation type(rst$_j$) then similarity is empty. Otherwise, we generalize the signatures of rhetoric relations as sentences: sentence($N_i$, $S_j$) $\wedge$ sentence($N_j$, $S_i$).

### Evaluation

We formed a dataset of Q/A pairs related to car repair recommendations. These pairs were extracted from dialogues as first and second utterance, so that the question is seven – fifteen keywords and answer is three to six sentences. This resource was obtained to train a dialog support system but it also proved to be useful to evaluate search.

This dataset is scraped from (CarPros 2017) and is available at (Github Car Repair Dataset 2017).

Although a number of dialogue-related datasets is available, for the purpose of customer support – specific dialogue we had to collect our own. Our focus was to collect a dataset when a user interacts with an expert solving certain car-related problems.

We provide an example of a sample dialogue:

| $Q_1$: | I have checked the spark plugs, replaced the battery, also replaced ignition coils and the solenoid, but I still could not start my car. |
| $A_1$: | Is the engine getting spark and fuel? Will it start for a couple seconds using starting fluid? |
| $Q_2$: | It did at first but not anymore. What should I do? |
| $A_2$: | Check fuel pressure. But If no pressure check the fuel pump for possible fault. If you have fuel pressure, then using a noid light make sure you have injector pulse. The light should blink when cranking. |

In this example, since $Q_1$ includes rhetoric relation of Contrast (something is done correctly but still not working), detailed should include Condition: it is either done correctly or incorrectly, so both cases need to be addressed (Figures 6 and 7). Correlation between $DT-Q_1$ and $DT-A_2$ would be trivial if $Q_1$ does not include a contradiction but instead just formulate a question of the form ‘$X$ is not working – how to fix it?’

To automate the relevance assessment, we considered the dialogue built correctly if an actual dialogue from the dataset is formed, given the first $Q$ as a seed. Otherwise, if the sequence of utterances does not occur in the dataset, we consider it to be incorrect. There are some deficiencies of this approach since some actual dialogs are illogical and some synthetic dialogues built from distinct ones can be plausible, but it allows avoiding a manual assessment. The number of formed answers is limited to three: once initial $Q$ is given, the system forms $A_3$, a set of $A_{2i}$ and $A_{3j}$. $A_i$ is followed by the actual $C_i$ from the dialogue $Q$, so the proper $A_i$ needs to be selected. Analogously, once actual $C_i$ (if applicable) is provided, proper $A_j$ needs to be selected.

As a first baseline approach, we select dialogue construction based on keyword similarity only, without taking into account a dialogue flow by considering a DT-$Q$. As a second baseline approach, we augment keyword similarity with linguistic relevance by computing maximal common sub-parse trees between the $Q$ and $A_i$.

### Table 1: Correctness of dialogue formation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 1</td>
<td>62.3±4.5</td>
<td>60.2±5.6</td>
<td>58.2±5.0</td>
<td>52.5±5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 2</td>
<td>67.0±4.8</td>
<td>63.8±4.8</td>
<td>57.3±5.3</td>
<td>55.6±5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT-Q</td>
<td>72.3±5.6</td>
<td>70.3±4.9</td>
<td>65.1±5.5</td>
<td>65.9±5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the selected dataset, baseline approach is capable of building correct scenarios in the cases when similar keywords or similar linguistic phrases deliver the only dialogue scenario that is correct. On the contrary, DT-$Q$ dialogue formation does not always succeed because some scenarios deviate from actual ones in the training set, although are still plausible. Hence we see 10 and 5% improvement over the first and second baselines respectively for a basic, single-step scenario (Table 1).
As scenario becomes more complex, the chance that the proper scenario is selected by topic relevance decreases. At the same time, overall scenario formation complexity increases, and therefore an error rate for DT-Q approach increases as well. For the most complex, 3-step dialogue scenarios, DT-Q approach exceeds the baselines by 13 and 10% respectively.

**Implementation**

When a training dataset is indexed, we add a special field to the index with chains of RST relations with selected phrases. Hence candidate answers are parsed and their DTs are built offline. At a conversation time, given a \( Q \), the chatbot builds DT-Q and forms a query as a chain of RST relations with selected phrases. This query is then run against the special field above as a span-OR query with retained order of RST terms under default TF*IDF relevance. The purpose of such search is to obtain sequences of \( Q_i \) candidates.

The component, which enforces complement relation, combines Stanford NLP parsing, coreferences, entity extraction, DT construction (discourse parser, Surdeanu et al 2013 and Joty et al 2016), VerbNet and Tree Kernel builder into one system. The code for this algorithm is available at Github 2015. Installation instructions, implementation details and integration notes are available at this GitHub page.

The chatbot is optimized to minimize the amount of text the user needs to read in the course of getting to the answer. Instead of reading search results snippets and selecting the ones believed to be relevant, the system suggests the topics related to user question and options to drill into them or chose another one. A chatbot user is expected to read less and interact & clarify more to have a more efficient information access, which is also appropriate for mobile devices where text tends to be shorter and user interaction faster (Fig. 5).

A sample chatbot session is available at Github 2016, including how topics for clarification are formed and answers are filtered by relevance. A video of a session with a chatbot in financial domain is available at Oracle 2017.

**Related Systems and Conclusions**

Recently, rhetoric parsing became more reliable and efficient (Joty et al 2013, Feng and Hirst 2014); however, the number of applications for resultant discourse trees (DTs) is limited to content generation and summarization. Discourse features are valuable for passage re-ranking (Jensen et al 2014). DTs have been found to assist in answer indexing to make search more relevant: query keyword should occur in nucleus rather than a satellite of a rhetoric relation (Galitsky et al 2015).

The most popular approach in the last few years is to learn topical relevance and dialogue management together, using deep learning. This family of approaches also fall answer category of data-driven (Serban et al 2017); they require huge dialogue datasets.

The problem of reducing the space of possible utterances under dialogue construction has been addressed in the extensive body of research. This reduction is based on syntactic and possibly semantic features, but not discourse ones. A dialogue management system can narrow the number of plausible answer utterances to a small list, and an ML model would select the most appropriate responses. from this list (Lowe et al., 2016). This next utterance classification task is
derived from the IR-based metrics for information-retrieval-based approaches, which is easy to interpret, and tune the complexity by changing the number of false responses.

Modern search engines and chat bots, from vertical to horizontal, do not implement reasoning via discourse-level analysis, to the best of our knowledge. This is due to its computational load and hard compatibility with big data technologies. Most search engineers consider discourse analysis too abstract and too distant from applications.

Since rhetoric parsers for English has become more available and accurate, their application in search engine indexing is becoming more feasible. As precision and recall of search systems ignoring discourse level information deteriorates, users do not find products, services and information they need, leveraging of linguistic technologies including discourse become realistic for industrial systems.

Most chatbot vendors these days such as botframework.com and api.ai provide an NLP platform so that the content providers feed them with Q/A pairs and expect satisfactory performance. It is hard to formally evaluate these systems, but anecdotal evidence is that their performance is rather limited. Another family of chat bots is focused on simulation of intelligent activity of humans instead of providing an efficient content to information. This family is also frequently based on deep learning of a huge set of conversations. Being capable of supporting a conversation on an arbitrary topic, building plausible phrases, these systems are nevertheless hardly applicable for industrial applications such as customer support.

In this study we discovered that a dialogue structure could be built from the discourse tree of an initial question. This structure is built on top of the default conversational structure implementing such features as clarification, personalization or recommendation. If clarification scenario type is chosen, topics are automatically formed by the chat bot and are presented for a user to choose. For personalization, for a user query, the customer support chat bot system reduces the list of resolution scenarios based on what information is available for the given user. Chat bot recommendation scenario proposes a solution to a problem by finding the one accepted by users similar to the current one. Clarification, personalization and recommendation scenario covers only a small portion of plausible customer support scenarios. Discourse analysis of dialogues support dialogue scenario management in a universal way, for a broad range of available text fragments and previously accumulated responses.
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